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Sgt. Broger makes sure the patient is in the correct position for a chest X-ray.
broken
Story and photos
by SFC Karen Polston
The soldier walks into the emergency room with
her arm hanging limp at her side. "I think I may
have broken something," she says, looking rather
pale.
The on-call physician takes a quick look at the
arm and instructs her to go to the X-ray room.
Before administering treatment, he needs to see
what damage has been done.
"That's when my job begins," said Sgt. Othell
Broger, an X-ray technician at McDonald Army
Community Hospital, Fort Eustis, Va. "I'll position
the patient on the table or in front of the chest X-
ray machine (depending on the injury or the type of
X-ray required) and take as many views as the doc-
tor needs to help the patient.
"After the X-ray plates have been exposed, I slide
the film out of the holder into the film processor and
the finished X-ray is developed in approximately 90
seconds," Broger explained. ,"I also use a small por-
table X-ray unit to assist the doctor during surgery.
"Our work load here consists mainly of X--
raying broken arms and legs and doing chest X-rays
for physicals. However, should a critical situation
 arise, I've been trained as an emergency medical
technician and I'm qualified to treat a more serious-
ly injured patient," he explained.
Army X-ray technicians learn the basics of their
job in a six-month course taught at Fort Sam
Houston, Texas. During the course, students learn
anatomy, physiology, how to position a patient to
take an X-ray and equipment operating procedures.
After completing the course, students report to their
duty station for on-the-job training.
"This field isn't strictly limited to the standard X--
ray machine," Broger said. "The technician can also
get experience on ultrasound (using sound waves),
and Magnetic Residence Images (MRI), where im-
ages are obtained from using magnetic particles.
There's no radiation in this process. The technology
is constantly changing and improving, but there will
always be a need for qualified technicians.
"The experience and opportunities available to the
Army X-ray technician are hard to beat. After serv-
ing in the military, a technician is able to enter the
civilian sector and continue in the health care pro-
fession, " he explained.
"Providing care and helping patients to regain
their health is what's important," Broger concluded.
"To the person suffering with a broken arm or leg,
getting the 'hurt' fixed is all that counts."O
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